
Industry Report Card: A Stable Industry Outlook Supports Solid Ratings For U.S. Regulated Electric, Gas, And
Water Utilities

Questar Corp. (A/Stable/A-i)

Financial measures are robust for a mostly regulated company. For the 12 months ended June 30, 2012, FF0 to Gerrit W.
total debt was 30% and debt to EBITDA was 2.7x. Debt to capital remains around 60%. Questar Gas has Jepsen, CFA
above-average customer growth in Utah of 1% to 2% and feeder-line replacement investment. Both of these should
support credit quality because rate riders provide timely cost recovery. The utility also benefits from the rate basing
in Utah of natural gas refueling stations for cars. Along with supplying third parties, Questar Pipeline benefits from
transporting natural gas to the affiliate utility. Utah and Wyoming regulators are reviewing a Wexpro II agreement
that would supply the gas utility with incremental gas. Wexpro supplies roughly 50% of the gas needs for Questar
Gas. Most of Wexpro’s cash flows are from supplying the utility.

Questar Gas Co. (A/Stable/--)

Questar Gas has above-average customer growth in Utah of 1% to 2% and feeder-line replacement investment. Gerrit W.
Both of these should support credit quality because rate riders provide timely cost recovery. The utility also Jepsen, CFA
benefits from the rate basing in Utah of natural gas refueling stations for cars. See Questar Corp. for consolidated
financial measures.

Questar Pipeline Co. (A/Stable/--)

Along with supplying third parties, Questar Pipeline benefits from transporting natural gas to affiliate utility Questar Gerrit W.
Gas. Incremental cash flow from Questar Pipeline’s infrastructure projects offset the decline in natural gas liquids Jepsen, CFA
cash flow due to third-party processing completed upstream. For consolidated financial measures, see Questar
Corp.

Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. (BBB+/Watch Neg/--)

We base Rochester Gas & Electric’s ratings on stand-alone credit characteristics due to the remoteness of ultimate Matthew L.
parent Iberdrola S.A. RG&E’s ratings are currently capped at Iberdrola’s rating. Pass-through rate mechanisms for O’Neill
most major costs support ratings. The last base rate case settlement by New York regulators indicate that
regulatory risk has abated. Recent financial performance has been in line with expectations, with FF0 to debt at
24% and debt leverage at 55%, and higher rates and service territory economic conditions should allow that to
continue or improve.

SCANA Corp. (BBB+/Stable/A-2)

SCANA’s credit profile benefits from base rate increases in the regulated utility operations, the ongoing collection Dimitri Nikas
of financing costs during construction of the two new nuclear units at SCE&G, and a modest rebound in the local
economies. The company received the combined construction and operating license for the new nuclear plants it is
building in March 2012, and we expect that capital spending will rise considerably. As a result, the ability to
continue collecting financing costs in base rates remains very important over the next few years. SCANA expects
to use the balance of about $200 million of an equity forward transaction in early 2013, supporting the credit
profile. For the 12 months ended June 30, 2012 credit protection measures were adequate for the ratings, with
adjusted FF0 to debt of 16.4% and debt leverage of 59.5%.

SEMCO Energy Inc. (BBB/Stable/--)

By August 2012, the company received all of the necessary regulatory approvals and was able to be acquired by Gabe
AltaGas Ltd. We now base SEMCO’s ratings on the consolidated credit profile of parent AltaGas. SEMCO’s Grosberg
standalone financial measures remain adequate for the current ratings. For the 12 months ending June 30, 2012,
FF0 to debt decreased to 11.3% from 15.8% at year-end 2011, debt to EBITDA weakened to 4.3x from 4.2x, and
debt to total capital improved to 49.2% from 51% at year-end 2011.

San Diego Gas & Electric Co. (A/Stable/A-i)

SDG&E’s base rate case, in which it seeks a 7% rate increase, has yet to be decided, too late to appreciably boost Todd A.
2012 cash flows. The $1.9 billion Sunrise Powerlink project was placed in service in time to help meet peak Shipman,
summer load and has notably increased SDG&E’s rate base, improved its system reliability, and increased cash CFA
flows. Recent metrics are in line with expectations, with FF0/debt at 26.5% and debt/EBITDA at 3.7x.

San Jose Water Co. (A/Stable/--)

We expect SJW Corp.’s financial measures to weaken from current levels over the intermediate term, primarily as a Gabe
result of higher capital expenditures and lower deferred taxes following the expiration of bonus depreciation, with Grosberg
adjusted FF0/debt to approximate about 15%. The general rate case filed by the company early this year which
requests for rates effective 2013 and implementation of a full decoupling mechanism should provide support to the
financial measures.
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Sempra Energy (BBB+/Stable/A-2)

We expect Sempra’s capital spending program to be increasingly directed at its utilities and focused on renewable Todd A.
energy; smart meters, transmission, and pipeline replacement. Base rate cases in the U.S. are late in being decided Shipman,
and will not help boost cash flows in 2012. We do not expect decisions in the cases to dramatically influence CFA
consolidated credit measures. Sempra is still expected to actively pursue nonutility investments, such as a potential
liquefied natural gas export terminal. We expect Sempra’s cash flows to remain relatively predictable and that
adjusted FF0 to debt ratio will be adequate for the rating despite recently falling to 16.5%.

Sierra Pacific Power Co. (BB+/Stable/--)

The company believes that it will not need to develop any new generation before the end of the decade and, in Michael T.
2012, the 151.8 MW Spring Valley Wind Project, the state’s first, became operational, with Sierra Pacific Power as Ferguson,
the off-taker. Nevada’s unemployment rate remains high, but mining in northern Nevada remains a highlight. See CFA, CPA
NV Energy for consolidated financials.

SourceGas LLC (BB+/Stable/--)

The operating cash flows of SourceGas should improve due to the continued impact of rate recovery taking place Gerrit W.
following new capital investments, recent rate cases and lower cash taxes. However, we do not expect significant Jepsen, CFA
performance improvements over the intermediate term as the company likely will distribute use excess cash flow
to its owners for sponsor distributions and not debt reduction. On a consolidated basis including SourceGas
Holdings, we expect FF0 to debt to exceed of 10% to 12% and total debt to capital to be below 70%.

South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. (BBB+/Stable/A-2)

SCE&G received the construction license from the NRC in March 2012 and construction of the new nuclear units is Dimitri Nikas
proceeding at fi.ill speed. Project costs have increased by about $283 million due to delays in receiving the license,
design modifications, and additional identified costs. SCE&G revised the in-service date of the first unit to March
2017 from April 2016. The company received approval to recover an incremental $52.1 million in financing costs.
In light of the anticipated increase in capital spending, SCE&G’s ability to continue recovering financing costs in
rates becomes even more important. At the same time, the credit profile benefits from a mid-2010 base rate
increase, an increase of just under 1% in electric and 1.1% in gas distribution customers, and the utilization of a
weather normalization clause. See SCANA Corp. for consolidated financials.

South Jersey Gas Co. (BBB+/Stable/A-2)

The regulated utility continues to see strong cash flows, helped by the rate case and the extended utility Matthew L.
reinvestment program. The company continues to take advantage of low natural gas prices to gain customers from O’Neill
conversions. See South Jersey Industries for consolidated financials.

South Jersey Industries Inc. (BBB+/Stable/--)

The regulated utility continues to see strong cash flows, helped by the rate case and the extended utility Matthew L.
reinvestment program. The company continues to take advantage of low natural gas prices to gain customers from O’Neill
conversions. The unregulated segment has also performed well due to cash flows from various energy-related
projects, investments in the Marcellus Shale gas-gathering region, and cash flows from its other energy projects.
We expect FF0 to total debt to be slightly above 20% over the next 12 months. Contribution from unregulated
units is expected to be around 20% of overall cash flows in 2012 and 2013.

Southern California Edison Co. (BBB+/Stable/A-2)

Leaks in newly installed steam generators at the company’s San Onofre nuclear power plant have caused a Todd A.
long-term outage. The cause appears to have been identified, but risks remain contingent on decisions on when to Shipman,
return each of two units to service, solving the problem, and paying for the fix. The company continues to wait for CPA
a ruling in its general rate case for 2012 through 2014, but any ruling will be retroactive to January 2012. Recent
financial performance has been in line with expectations, with FF0 to debt at 25.4% and debt to EBITDA at 3.6x.

Southern California Gas Co. (A/Stable/A-i)

SoCal Gas’s base rate case, in which it seeks a 7% increase, has yet to be decided, too late to appreciably boost Todd A.
2012 cash flows. Capital spending for 2012 is centered on advanced meter reading and will increase rate base and Shipman,
Sempra’s consolidated business profile. SoCal Gas is embarking on a long-term, nearly $3 billion pipeline CFA
replacement and testing program. Recent credit measures have been in line with expectations, with FF0/debt at
23.8% and debt to EBITDA at 3.3x.

Southern Co. (A/Stable/A-i)

Full construction is proceeding at Georgia Power’s new nuclear facilities and at Mississippi Power’s IGCC unit. Dimitri Nikas
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While the regulatory environment remains supportive in Georgia, it has become increasingly challenging in
Mississippi where Mississippi Power is not allowed to collect financing costs during the IGCC construction.
Southern’s environmental compliance cost estimate declined slightly over the next three years while still remaining
significant at about $2.3 billion. The company’s total capital spending program also remains significant at about
$15.4 billion, necessitating timely recovery of the investment to continue to provide support to the credit profile.
For the 12 months ended June 30, 2012, consolidated financial performance supported current ratings, with
adjusted FF0 to debt of 23.5% and debt leverage of 55.8%.

Southern Connecticut Gas Co. (BBB/Stable/--)

Despite a weak local economy, SCG’s relatively stable and mostly residential service territory helped support the Matthew L.
overall credit profile. Effective management of regulatory relations that provide for full and timely recovery of all O’Neill
expenses and investments is also very important to help preserve current ratings. We expect the company to
continue to execute on its strategy to add customers through conversions due to low natural gas prices. See UIL.
Holdings Corp. for consolidated financials.

Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Co. (A-/Stable!--)

Although growth is sluggish and commodity prices are volatile, Southern Indiana Gas & Electric (SIGECO) Barbara A.
generates reasonably stable cash flow due to supportive ratemaking and lack of competition. SIGECO is permitted Eiseman
to earn an ROE in the 10% area, although actual returns sometimes fall short of allowed returns between rate
cases. SIGECO’s last rate hike became effective in 2011. SIGECO benefits from decoupling, gas
weather-normalization, and accelerated recovery of certain investments. Also, state legislation supports
investments in infrastructure modernization that maybe required as new federal rules are enacted. These
mechanisms reduce volatility and regulatory lag. Still, weather affects earnings in the electric business, because it
does not have weather-normalization clauses. See Vectren Corp. for further details.

Southwest Gas Corp. (BBB+/Stable/—)

Regulatory oversight in Arizona (about 54% of margin), has improved because the Arizona regulator approved a Michael T.
decoupled rate design in the company’s latest rate case. In December 2011, the regulator approved a rate increase Ferguson,
of $52.6 million ($73.2 million requested) based on an ROE of 9.5%. The decoupled rate design provides for CFA, CPA
monthly weather normalization and a year-end annual true-up for nonweather variations in margins. We expect the
company to achieve FF0 to debt of about 25% and total adjusted debt to capital of 54% in 2012; it has slightly
exceeded those figures for the 12 months ended June 30, 2012.

Southwestern Electric Power Co. (BBB/Stable/--)

Construction on the Turk coal unit should be done near-term. Along with finishing Turk, the company plans to Gerrit W.
spend up to $1.5 billion to environmentally retrofit its other coal units that will remain in service. In Texas, Jepsen, CFA
SWEPCO is seeking an $83 million rate increase. See American Electric Power for consolidated financial ratios.

Southwestern Public Service Co. (A-/Stable/A-2)

The utility is ramping up capital spending over the next five years to retrofit its units to meet environmental Gerrit W.
compliance requirements around air emissions and coal ash handling and storage. With CSAPR stayed, the utility Jepsen, CFA
has been able to dispatch its coal units and avoid significant cost increases from running gas units almost
exclusively. Rate case filings could be forthcoming in Texas and New Mexico. See Xcel Energy for consolidated
financial ratios.

System Energy Resources Inc. (BBB/Stable/--)

The Grand Gulf 178 MW uprate was completed at a total cost of $874 million and the NRC approved the necessary Dimitri Nikas
license amendment to allow the plant to operate at the higher capacity level. SERI is in the early stages of
exploring the potential for a new nuclear power plant, either at the existing Grand Gulf or River Bend sites. See
Entergy Corp. for consolidated financials.

TECO Energy Inc. (BBB+/Stable/--)

TECO management’s focus on its core regulated business provides sturdy support for credit quality. Cash flow at Todd A.
the electric utility has improved with higher base rates and more timely collection of fuel costs. Smaller amounts of Shipman,
legacy debt incurred to pursue now-abandoned unregulated ventures continue to drag on financial measures and CFA
credit quality. The company recently announced the sale of the last of its assets in Guatemala, a move that
enhances its business profile. Coal mining operations are susceptible to harsh and variable economic and market
conditions that constrain credit quality. Recent financial performance has been in line with expectations, with
FF0/debt of 20.8% and debt to EBITDA at 3.6x.

Tampa Electric Co. (BBB+/Stable/A-2)
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We base the ratings on the consolidated credit profile of parent TECO Energy. Tampa Electric dominates the Todd A.
TECO credit profile. Cash flow has improved, with higher base rates and more timely collection of fuel costs. The Shipman,
company did not experience the regulatory turmoil felt elsewhere in Florida, as its last rate case preceded the rise CFA
in political pressure, and a follow-on rate decrease was settled. We expect service territory economics to slowly
improve. See TECO Energy for the financial basis for the ratings.

Texas-New Mexico Power Co. (BBB-/Stable/--)

This smaller, low-risk transmission and distribution subsidiary of PNM Resources performed well in 2011 with Michael T.
higher earnings and cash flows stemming from a $10.25 million rate increase implemented in early 2011. This Ferguson,
subsidiary’s revenues represented about 18% of the PNM’s regulated utility revenues in 2011. See PNM Resources CFA, CPA
for consolidated financials.

The Baton Rouge Water Works Co. (A+/Stable/--)

We base our rating on Baton Rouge Water Works on the consolidated credit profile of its majority owner Utility Gabe
Holdings Inc. Consolidated financial performance is expected to remain strong for the current rating with FF0 to Grosberg
debt and debt to EBITDA of about 30% and 2.5x, respectively, over the medium term. Minimal water treatment
costs and access to good quality water sources support the company’s business risk profile, which remains
somewhat constrained by the company’s small size and geographic concentration.

The Brooklyn Union Gas Company (A/Stable!--)

We base the ratings on Brooklyn Union Gas (BUG) on the credit profile of National Grid PLC. BUG operates under Barbara A.
a five-year rate plan through 2012. A $5 million annual surcharge for the recovery of regulatory assets was Eiseman
implemented in 2008. The delivery rate surcharge increases $5 million annually, resulting in aggregate recovery of
$75 million over the five years of the plan. A large portion is used to offset rate hikes for environmental costs. BUG
has proposed a 1.7% hike to 2009 revenues through a surcharge to become effective on Jan. 1, 2011. BUG is
seeking to recover $31.7 million of regulatory assets. The proceeding remains ongoing. BUG is rated one notch
higher than NG, reflecting regulatory insulation and its healthier financial profile. In that regard, funds from
operations to debt is about 23% and debt to capital is about 31%. For further details see National Grid USA.

The Connecticut Water Co. (A/Negative!--)

We base Connecticut Water Service’s ratings on the consolidated credit profile of its parent company, Connecticut Gabe
Water Co. Connecticut Water’s announcement to acquire Aqua Maine increases the size of the company and Grosberg
allows it to expand into more favorable regulatory jurisdictions.

The Laclede Group Inc. (A/Stable!--)

Higher earnings for the quarter can be traced to stronger volumes and lower costs in the company’s unregulated Barbara A.
gas marketing business. Unregulated operations account for about 15% of consolidated operating income, and are Eiseman
viewed as being much riskier than the regulated utility, Laclede Gas. We expect Laclede Gas to maintain stable
cash flows. The company’s last base rate hike was effective in September 2010. Since Laclede Gas files base rate
cases every three years, we expect a new rate application to be filed later this year for new rates to become
effective in 2013. Given increasing costs and infrastructure investments, the company’s ability to effectively
manage regulatory risk will be critical to credit quality. We expect consolidated financial measures to continue to
be in line with the rating, with FF0 to total debt hovering around 22% and total debt to capital at about 48%.

The Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co. (A-!Stable!A-2)

The company has continued to effectively manage its regulatory risk, including its 2012 rate case order that Gabe
increased rates by about $58 million and the company’s recent rate case filing of $78 million. Marginally offsetting Grosberg
is the recent Illinois Appellate Court ruling that said the commission did not have the authority to approve the
infrastructure cost recovery rider that allows the company to recover its costs and earn a return on its gas main
replacement program for costs above the annual baseline. However, we expect the company will manage the
regulatory lag over the short term by continuing to consistently file forward-looking rate cases. For consolidated
financial information, see Integrys Energy Group.

The United Illuminating Co. (BBB!Stable!--)

The company recently completed an acquisition of certain transmission assets from Connecticut Light & Power as Matthew L.
part the New England East-West Solution transmission project. UI entered into an agreement with Connecticut O’Neill
Light & Power to invest roughly $69 million or 8.4% of the total project, in the Connecticut portion of the New
England East West Solution projects to improve regional energy reliability. The FERC granted UI a 125-basis point
ROE adder for its portion of the project, raising the overall ROE to 12.89%. For consolidated financial information,
see UIL. Holdings Corp.
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The York Water Co. (A-/Stable!--)

York Water’s small size and limited geographical diversity remain major constraints to its credit strengths. For the Gabe
12 months ending June 30, 2012, credit measures remained in line with our projections and were adequate for the Grosberg
rating. York implemented an additional 2.24% distribution surcharge effective July 1, 2012, which will support cash
flow stability and keep FF0/debt in the high teens for 2012 and 2013.

Toledo Edison Co. (BBB-/Stable/--)

Sales improved for FirstEnergy’s Ohio transmission and distribution utilities for the second quarter of 2012 by Gabe
3.5%. The improvement was driven by an 8.4% increase for industrial customers, which is reflective of the states Grosberg
7.2% unemployment rate that is ahead of the 7.8% U.S. average. The Ohio commission recently approved the
company’s electric security plan that extends the current plan through May 2016. Under the plan, the company will
freeze its distribution rates, but will be allowed to maintain its distribution capital rider, partially mitigating the
effects of the rate freeze. The utility’s ratings continue to be affected by FirstEnergy’s nonrate-regulated generation
and retail business that are materially pressured by the low price of electricity. For consolidated financial
information, see FirstEnergy.

Trans-Allegheny Interstate Line Co. (BBB-!Stable/--)

FirstEnergy’s regulated transmission assets represent the largest transmission company in the PJM region Gabe
including the TrAIL 500 kilovolt line. The company’s ratings are materially affected by FirstEnergy’s merchant Grosberg
businesses that continued to be pressured by the low market price for electricity. For consolidated financial
information, see FirstEnergy.

Tucson Electric Power Co. (BB+!Stable/--)

Tucson Electric continues to feel pressure due to a prolonged economic downturn, and lower wholesale margins Michael T.
and transmission revenues. These weaknesses are within the credit risk profile. The subsidiary filed a rate case Ferguson,
immediately after its July 1, 2012 deadline. We anticipate that the company will continue to under earn authorized CFA, CPA
returns in 2012, until increased rates are implemented. Consolidated credit measures at Unisource Energy have
remained static over the past year. Adjusted consolidated FF0 to debt held roughly steady at 17.7% for the year
ended June 30, 2012, while adjusted debt leverage remains high at 65.7%.

UIL Holdings Corp. (BBB/Stable/--)

UIL has significantly increased its presence in Connecticut by adding the gas companies, and the company will Matthew L.
need to continue to effectively manage its regulatory relations to support the consolidated credit profile and O’Neill
provide for timely and full recovery of all spending and investments. The company has also been moving forward
with its gas conversions. The company has increased its gas customers by 56% as of Aug. 30, 2012. Financial
measures as of June 30, 2012, weakened significantly with adjusted FF0 to debt of 12% and adjusted debt to
capital of 65%. Our baseline forecast shows financial measures improving to above 15% FF0 to debt and adjusted
debt to capital of 62%.

United Water New Jersey Inc. (A-/Stable!--)

The rating on United Water New Jersey represents the consolidated credit profile of parent United Water Gabe
Resources. Consolidated financial performance at United Water remains stable and we expect that FF0 to debt Grosberg
and debt to EBITDA will approximate 14% and 4.5x, respectively, over the medium term. In September 2012,
United Water Resources completed the sale of its Connecticut utility operations for $38.5 million and has also
announced an agreement to sell its Arkansas utility operations for $28.6 million, which is expected to be completed
in the fourth quarter of 2012 as a part of its strategy to exit operations from service territories that have a relatively
higher challenging regulatory environment. We expect the company to use the proceeds from the sale of these
operations in a credit positive manner, which includes funding its elevated capital spending requirements.

United Waterworks Inc. (A-/Stable!--)

The rating on United Waterworks represents the consolidated credit profile of parent United Water Resources. Gabe
Consolidated financial performance at United Water Resources remains stable and we expect that FF0 to debt and Grosberg
debt to EBITDA will approximate 14% and 4.5x, respectively, over the medium term. In September 2012, United
Water Resources completed the sale of its Connecticut utility operations for $38.5 million and has also announced
an agreement to sell its Arkansas utility operations for $28.6 million, which is expected to be completed in the
fourth quarter of 2012 as a part of its strategy to exit operations from service territories that have a relatively higher
challenging regulatory environment. We expect the company to use proceeds from selling these operations in a
credit positive manner, which includes funding its elevated capital spending requirements.

Vectren Corp. (A-/Stable!--)
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Vectren’s operations are split between its regulated utilities (about 80% of EBITDA) and its unregulated business Barbara A.
(20%). The stability of Vectren’s utility operations underpins the company’s ratings. Although recent utility earnings Eiseman
rose and nonutility operations showed some improvement (due to stronger results at the infrastructure services
segment and reduced losses at energy marketing unit), second quarter unregulated earnings were harmed by
continued weakness in coal demand. We view coal mining as inherently risky due to the mines’ high fixed costs
and potentially volatile coal prices. We also expect energy marketing conditions to remain challenging. We expect
FF0 to total debt to continue to hover around 22% to 25% and debt to total capital to approximate 55% to 56%.
These ratios assume that Vectren continues to generate most of its cash flow from regulated businesses.

Vectren Utility Holdings Inc. (A-/Stable/A-2)

Vectren Utility Holdings (VUHI) is an intermediate holding company for Vectren’s regulated utilities and provides Barbara A.
about 80% of consolidated EBITDA. Regulation permits the utilities to earn an ROE in the 10% area, although Eiseman
actual returns often fall short of the allowed returns between rate cases. VUHI also benefits from decoupling, gas
weather-normalization clauses, and accelerated recovery of certain regulatory and transmission investments. In
addition, state legislation enacted in Indiana and Ohio in 2011 supports additional investments in infrastructure
modernization that may be required as new federal safety or environmental rules are enacted. These rate
mechanisms reduce cash flow volatility and regulatory lag. In 2012, we expect VUHI to increase cash flow and
earnings modestly due to a frill realization of higher rates. See Vectren Corp. for farther details.

Virginia Electric & Power Co. (A-/Stable/A-2)

We base the ratings at VEPCO on the consolidated credit profile of parent Dominion Resources. VEPCO is a major Todd A.
part of Dominion’s credit profile. Stable base rates and numerous tariff mechanisms for recovering significant Shipman,
expenses and capital spending provide a solid foundation for the ratings. See Dominion Resources for the financial CFA
basis for the ratings.

WGL Holdings Inc. (A+/Stable/A-1)

WGL Holdings’ 2012 credit measures have benefited from the rate cases implemented in Virginia and Maryland, as Matthew L.
well as modest customer growth in its service territory. As usual, the nonregulated business will be more volatile, O’Neill
but it faces significant headwinds with low natural gas volatility and narrow differences in regional prices for gas.
We expect WGL’s adjusted FF0 to total debt to be above 25% over the next 12 months, in line with our
expectations.

Washington Gas Light Co. (A+/Stable/A-1)

2012 credit metrics will benefit from the two rate cases approved in Virginia and Maryland in October and Matthew L.
November of 2011. We expect the utility to add customers at a steady rate of 1% as well as to implement O’Neill
operational efficiencies. The rate case filed in the District of Columbia for recovery of pension/other
post-employment benefits, if approved in 2012, will be positive for the company as it has been struggling from
higher employee costs for quite some time now. See WGL Holdings for consolidated financials.

West Penn Power Co. (BBB-/Stable/--)

A new 2012 law will allow Pennsylvania utilities to file for rate cases using a fl.iture test year and the use of a Gabe
distribution system improvement charges between rate cases starting in 2013. We expect that these changes will Orosberg
enable Pennsylvania utilities, including West Penn Power, to better manage their regulatory risk. Despite West
Penn’s “excellent” business risk profile--reflecting its low risk, rate regulated distribution electric utility--its credit
quality is pressured by FirstEnergy’s merchant businesses that continue to be pressured by the low market price for
electricity. For consolidated financial information, see FirstEnergy.

Westar Energy Inc. (BBB/Stable/A-2)

The company’s financial measures continue to remain adequate for the current ratings even though they have Gerrit W.
weakened since year-end 2011. For the 12 months ended June 30, 2012, FF0 to total debt was 16.4%, debt to Jepsen, CPA
EBITDA rose to 4.7x, and debt to total capital was almost 59%. We expect that the company’s cash flow measures
may farther weaken over the intermediate term, reflecting greater capital spending. Rate increases will be
necessary to recover ongoing construction costs to maintain financial measures sufficient for the rating. Although
the Wolf Creek nuclear plant has been operating, the NRC recently determined that it will increase inspections and
oversight after concluding that a loss-of-power event in January 2012 had a substantial safety significance. The
construction risk around the La Cygne emission-control project seems well mitigated with contractors constructing
about 75%.

Western Massachusetts Electric Co. (A-/Stable/--)

The ratings on Western Massachusetts Electric reflect the consolidated credit profile of parent Northeast Utilities. Barbara A.
In February 2012, the company agreed to provide a one-time $3 million rate credit to customers and keep base Eiseman
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distribution rates frozen until 2016 in a merger-related agreement with state agencies in Massachusetts. Meanwhile,
economic conditions in the company’s service area continue to improve, with housing permits rising and
unemployment claims declining. The unemployment rate now stands at about 6%. Please see Northeast Utilities
for more details.

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (A-/Positive/A-2)

Wisconsin Electric is progressing on its construction program. It completed the Glacier Hills wind farm in 2011, a Barbara A.
biomass unit is on target for late 2013, and air quality controls at Oak Creek are complete. The Wisconsin regulator Eiseman
approved an alternative to a traditional case to avoid raising rates in 2012 while the economy continues to
improve. Pending before the regulator is a request for a net 3.6% electric rate hike for 2013 and 2014, a $1.1 million
(0.2%) gas rate cut in 2013 and to keep rates flat in 2014, and a $2.2 million (6.5%) and $2.3 million (6%) steam rate
hikes for 2013 and 2014 respectively. The requests are based on a 10.4% ROE. The utility expects a regulatory
order by the end of 2012, with new rates to become effective early 2013. See Wisconsin Energy for more details.

Wisconsin Energy Corp. (A-/Positive/A-2)

While the company plans to buy backup to $300 million common stock through 2013 and raise its payout to 60% Barbara A.
by 2014, it is doing so with free cash flow. To date, the company has repurchased $100 million of stock. The Eiseman
economy of the service area continues to slowly recover, with Wisconsin’s unemployment rate at 7%, modest
growth, and strength in certain industrial sectors. Meanwhile, the construction program is progressing. Its biomass
plant is nearly 40% complete, on schedule for completion by the end of 2013 and within budget. The Oak Creek air
quality controls were completed on time and better than budget. With diminishing outlays, prospects for rate relief
and cost controls, adjusted FF0 to debt should continue to hover around 20% and total debt total capital at about
55%.

Wisconsin Gas LLC (A-/Positive/A-2)

We base the ratings on Wisconsin Gas LLC on the consolidated credit profile of parent Wisconsin Energy. The Barbara A.
utility distributes natural gas throughout Wisconsin. Currently pending before the Wisconsin regulator is a request Eiseman
for a $15 million (2.3%) natural gas rate decrease for 2013, with no rate adjustment in 2014, based on a 10.4% ROE.
The company expects to receive a rate order from the commission by the end of 2012, with new rates to become
effective at the start of 2013. See Wisconsin Energy for more details.

Wisconsin Power & Light Co. (A-/Stable/A-2)

We rate Wisconsin Power & Light higher than parent Alliant Energy due to regulatory insulation related to Gerrit W.
regulatory restrictions and requirements. This includes the Wisconsin commission’s authority to limit the utility’s Jepsen, CFA
common stock dividend payments to its parent annually if the utility’s average common equity ratio drops below
roughly 50%. The company is on track to purchase the 600 MW Riverside combined-cycle plant with a three-fold
benefit: new rate base, more capacity, and the end of a power contract. The Columbia environmental retrofit is on
track and in July 2012, the utility filed for Wisconsin commission approval to build the Edgewater Unit 5 scrubber
and baghouse. For the 12 months ended June 30, 2012, FF0 to total debt was about 28%, debt to EBITDA was
around 3x, and debt to capital was roughly 49%, all modestly weaker than as of year-end 2011.

Wisconsin Public Service Corp. (A-/Stable/A-2)

The company has filed for electric and gas rate increases of about $85 million and $13 million, respectively and Gabe
expects a rate order by year-end. The company continues to adequately manage its regulatory risk as evidenced by Grosberg
its ability to, on average, to earn its allowed return. We expect that the company’s discretionary cash flow will turn
negative over the intermediate term, reflecting significant increases to capital spending driven by meeting
environmental mandates. For consolidated financial information, see Integrys Energy Group.

Xcel Energy Inc. (A-/Stable/A-2)

Xcel is retiring coal plants, installing pollution control equipment on other coal units, and building new gas-fired Gerrit W.
generation. Also, for its three nuclear units, it is seeking life extensions. Ongoing rate filings, once implemented, Jepsen, CFA
and rate rider recovery provide steady operating cash flow through capital spending periods. Although still robust,
compared withy year-end 2011, financial measures for the 12 months ended June 30, 2012, all slightly eroded, with
FF0 to total debt at 21% and FF0 interest coverage of 4.8x, debt to capital at 58%, and debt to EBITDA of 4.2x.

Yankee Gas Services Co. (A-/Stable!--)

The ratings on Yankee Gas reflect the consolidated credit profile of parent Northeast Utilities. In 2011, the Barbara A.
Connecticut regulator ordered a rate decrease of $500,000 effective July 20, 2011, followed by a rate hike of $6.7 Eiseman
million on July 1, 2012, based on an 8.83% ROE. The regulators also approved the inclusion in rates of costs
associated with the company’s Waterbury-Wallingford 16-mile natural gas pipeline, which was completed in late
2011 at-id allowed for a substantial increase in annual spending for bare steel and cast iron pipe replacement.
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Yankee Gas Services expects to add new customers and envisions continued growth in conversions from oil to
natural gas space heating due to the price advantage gas has over heating oil in New England. See Northeast
Utilities for more details.

*Ratings as of Oct. 22, 2012.

Recent Rating Activity

Table 3

Recent Rating/Outlook/CreditWatch Actions*

To

BBB+/Positive/A-2

BBB-/Positive/-

BBB-/Positive/-

BBB-/Positive/A-3

BBB+/Negative/A-2

BBB+/Watch Dev/A-2

BBB+/Watch Neg/A-2

BBB/Positive/-

BBB/Positive/—

BBB-/Positive/—

BBB-/ Watch Neg/-

EBB-/Watch Neg/-

BBB+/Negative/A-2

A-/Watch Neg/A-2

BBB+/Negative/A-2

A-/Watch Neg/A-2

BBB+/Negative/A-2

A-/Watch Neg/A-2

BBB+/Negative/-

A-/Watch Neg/-

BBB+/Negative/A-2

A-/Watch Neg/A-2

EBB /Stable/-

BBB/Stable/A-2

EBB /Stable/-

EBB /Stable/-

BEE/Stable/-

BE B/Stable!-

EBB/Stable!--

EBB/Stable!-

BBB+/Negative!A-2

BBB+/Watch Dev/A-2

BBB+/Negative/—

BBB+/Watch Dev/—

From

BBB+!Stable/A-2

BBB-/Stable/-

EBB-/Stable!-

BBB-/Stable/A-3

BBB+/ Watch Dev/A-2

BBB+/Watch Pos/A-2

BBB+/Stable/A-2

EBB/Stable!-

EBB/Stable/-

BBB-/Stable/-

EBB-!Stable!-

BBB-!Stable!--

A-/Watch Neg/A-2

A-/Stable/A-2

A-/Watch Neg!A-2

A-/Stable/A-2

A-/Watch Neg!A-2

A-/Stable/A-2

A-/Watch Neg!-

A-/Stable!-

A-/Watch Neg/A-2

A-/Stable/A-2

BBB/Negative/-

EBB /Stable/-

BBB/Negative/-

BEE/Negative!-

EBB/Negative!-

BBB/Negative!-

EBB /Negative/-

BBB/Negative/—

EBE+/Watch Dev/A-2

BEB+/Watch Pos/A-2

BBB+!Watch Dev!-

BBB+/Watch Pos/-

Date

July 18, 2012

October 16, 2012

October 16, 2012

May 18, 2012

July 25, 2012

July 3,2012

October 15, 2012

August 24, 2012

August 24, 2012

May 18, 2012

April 21, 2012

April 23, 2012

July 25, 2012

July 3,2012

July 25, 2012

July 3,2012

July 25, 2012

July 3,2012

July 25, 2012

July 3, 2012

July 25, 2012

July 3,2012

June 20, 2012

August 3,2012

June 20, 2012

June 20, 2012

June 20, 2012

June 20, 2012

June 20, 2012

June 20, 2012

July 25, 2012

July 3,2012

July 25, 2012

July 3, 2012
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Company

American Water Works Co. Inc.

Black Hills Corp.

Black Hills Power Inc.

CMS Energy Corp.

Carolina Power & Light Co. d!b!a Progress Energy Carolinas Inc.

Carolina Power & Light Co. d/b/a Progress Energy Carolinas Inc.

Central Maine Power Co.

Cleco Corp.

Cleco Power LLC

Consumers Energy Co.

DPL Inc.

Dayton Power & Light Co.

Duke Energy Carolinas LLC

Duke Energy Carolinas LLC

Duke Energy Corp.

Duke Energy Corp.

Duke Energy Indiana Inc.

Duke Energy Indiana Inc.

Duke Energy Kentucky Inc.

Duke Energy Kentucky Inc.

Duke Energy Ohio Inc.

Duke Energy Ohio Inc.

Entergy Arkansas Inc.

Entergy Corp.

Entergy Corp.

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana LLC

Entergy Louisiana LLC

Entergy Mississippi Inc.

Entergy New Orleans Inc.

Entergy Texas Inc.

Florida Power Corp. d/b/a Progress Energy Florida Inc.

Florida Power Corp. d/b/a Progress Energy Florida Inc.

Florida Progress Corp.

Florida Progress Corp.
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Table 3

Recent Rating/Outlook/CreditWatch Actions* (cont.)

Liberty Utilities Co.

MidAmerican Energy Holdings Co.

NSTAR LLC

New Jersey-American Water Co.

New York State Electric & Gas Corp.

Northeast Utilities

Pennsylvania-American Water Co.

Progress Energy Inc.

Progress Energy Inc.

Rochester Gas & Electric Corp.

Rochester Gas & Electric Corp.

SEMCO Energy Inc.

System Energy Resources Inc.

Wisconsin Electric Power Co.

Wisconsin Energy Corp.

Wisconsin Gas LLC

BBB-/Positive/-

BBB+/Stable/A-2

A-/Stable!-

BBB+/Positive/—

BBB-l-/Watch Neg/A-2

A-/Stable/A-2

BBB+/Positive/—

BBB+/Negative/A-2

BBB+/Watch Dev/A-2

BBB+/Watch Neg!-

BBB+/Stable/-

BBB/Stable/-

BBB/Stable/-

A-/Positive/A-2

A-/Positive/A-2

A-/Positive/A-2

New

BBB+/Stable/-

A-!Stable/A-2

BBB+/Stsble/-

BBB+/Stable/A-2

A-/Stable!-

BBB+/Stable/-

BBB+/Watch Dev/A-2

BBB+/Watch Pos/A-2

BBB+/Stable/-

BBB/Positive/-

BBB-/ Watch Pos!-

BBB/Negative/-

A-/Stable/A-2

A-/Stable/A-2

A-/Stable/A-2

July 24, 2012

September 6, 2012

July 25, 2012

July 18, 2012

October 15, 2012

July 19, 2012

July 18, 2012

July 25, 2012

July 3, 2012

October 15, 2012

April 24, 2012

August31, 2012

June 20, 2012

June 7, 2012

June 7, 2012

June 7, 2012

*Dates represent the period March 28, 2012 to Oct. 22, 2012, covered by this report card.

Rating Trends
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Chart 3

Contact Information

Table 3

Contact Information

Credit analyst Location Phone E-Mail

Barbara Eiseman New York (1) 212-438-7666 barbara_eiseman@standardandpoors.com

Michael Ferguson New York (1) 212-438-7670 michael_ferguson@standardandpoors.com

Gabe Grosberg New York (1) 212-438-6043 gabe_grosberg@standardandpoors.com

Gerrit Jepsen New York (1) 212-438-2529 gerritjepsen@standardandpoors.com

Dimitri Nikas New York (1) 212-438-7807 dimitri_nikas@standardandpoors.com

Matthew ONeill New York (1) 212-438-4295 matthew_onei11@standardandpoors.com

Todd Shipman New York (1) 212-438-7676 todd_shipman@standardandpoors.com

John Whitlock New York (1) 212-438-7678 john_whitlock@standardandpoors.com
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Related Criteria And Research

• Business Risk/Financial Risk Matrix Expanded, Sept. 18, 2012

• Liquidity Descriptors For Global Corporate Issuers, Sept. 28, 2011

• Use Of CreditWatch And Outlooks, Sept. 14, 2009

• Assessing U.S. Utility Regulatory Environments, Nov. 7, 2007
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Industry Report Card:

Credit Quality For U.S. Merchant Power
Companies Is Still Trending Downward
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services’ outlook for business conditions and credit quality in the U.S. merchant power and

independent power producers sector for 2012 and 2013 remains broadly unfavorable, despite mixed economic

indicators in the U.S. As the economy stumbles along, weather-adjusted demand for electricity has declined somewhat

nationally year-to-date. The outlook distribution of our U.S. issuer ratings in the sector currently is 48% stable, 30%

negative, and 22% positive.

Economic Outlook

We focus mainly on the economic indicators most correlated with higher electricity consumption when we form our

outlook for the merchant power sector. One general measure of the size of the regional economy is its population. As

regionai populations increase, the number of households and jobs goes up, and goods and services produced in the

economy increase, all driving the need for electricity. Thus, in the power sector, our economists use population,

households, nonmanufacturing employment, real personal income, and real GOP as some predictors of demand. Still,

there is no one-to-one relationship between growth in the economy and growth in power demand. Other factors, such

as power prices, technology changes, and increased energy efficiency can all change the relationship between

economic growth and power use.

Table 1

2012-2013 Scenarios For The U.S. Merchant Power Industry

FORECAST/SCENARIOS*

--Pessimistic-- --Baseline-- --Optimistic--

Sept. 2012 Sept. 2012 Sept. 2012

Baseline
Actual impact on

2011 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 Comments/Outlook sector

Macroeconomic indicators

Real GDP (% 1.81 1.95 (0.52) 2.18 1.84 2.43 3.68 In the long-term, a region’s economic Somewhat
changel growth is a key driver of demand. favorable

Continued modest growth in real
GDP shuld propel increasing power
usage.

Real 2.75 8.94 (3.09) 8.97 0.02 9.70 5.02 Demand for electricity in the Somewhat
nonresidential nonresidential sector stems from unfavorable
construction (% demand for commercial floor space
change) that requires lighting, air conditioning,

and services.

Total industrial 4.08 3.82 (1.03) 4.00 2.19 4.44 5.14 The key driver of demand for the Favorable
production (% industrial sector is dollars of value
change) added (a measure of output) in each

industry.
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Table 1

2012-2013 Scenarios For The U.S. Merchant Power Industry (cont.)

_______________

1.61 2.12 1.50 2.09 Personal disposable income Neutral
contributes to increased demand for
electricity as more homes are linked
to the Internet, and as the saturation
rate for air conditioning and
electronics increases, residential
sector demand increase.

An increased housing stock means an Neutral
increase in electric consumers. The
strong preference for electric heat
across residential consumers also
continues to be a primary driver of
load growth.

Sustained heightened unemployment Unfavorable
will likely preclude power use.

Economic indicators released in August (particularly nonfarm payrolls and retail sales) improved from the very weak

readings of previous months. This supports the base case economic scenario for continued subdued growth. Thus,

S&P’s U.S. baseline forecast is largely unchanged--real GOP likely grows 2.1% this year and 1.8% in 2013 (slightly

below the forecast of 2.0% in July) and the risk of recession is still at 20% to 25%. The top risks continue to be

contagion from the Eurozone crisis, a hard landing in China, and the U.S. falling into a fiscal cliff.

S&P’s base case forecast for real residential construction (new construction/building/improvement of housing

structures) is essentially unchanged—the sector is forecast to advance about 11% this year and next from depressed

levels. Although the multifamily segment has been driving a large part of the growth in recent months, the

single-family segment has shown signs of gaining, as well. Meanwhile, S&P’s base case outlook continues to be for

moderation in equipment spending growth. Equipment spending is forecast to increase 8.3% this year and 7.0% in

2013

Effect on ratings

Significant rating changes so far in 2012 were the downgrade of Edison Mission Energy (EME) and subsidiary Midwest

Generation LLC to ‘CCC’ from CCC+’, the one-notch downgrade of GenOn Energy Inc. to ‘B-’ from ‘B’, and the

CreditWatch listings on GenOn Energy Inc. and NRG Energy Inc. EME’s rating cut stemmed from near-term

refinancing risks, and also from expectations of reduced future cash. GenOn’s downgrade resulted from continued

margin compression from lower gas prices. We later put GenOn on CreditWatch positive because of its announced

merger with NRG, which we placed on CreditWatch negative at the same time.

Industry Ratings Outlook

Weather dominates near-term fundamentals

After remaining flat in 2011, weather-normalized power output has increased about 0.2% for the 12 months ended July

2012 compared with the same period last year due to an uptick in industrial production (0.9%) and commercial (0.3%)

despite a decline in weather-normal residential (minus 1.0%). However, absolute power generation has fallen across

many regions, such as the Southeast and Texas as heating degree-days declined compared with the previous year.
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Real personal 1.33 1.58 1.52
income (% change)

Numberof 119.32 120.64 121.88 120.67 122.13 120.69 122.29
households (mil.)

Unemployment 8.95 8.25 8.82 8.22 8.01 8.06 7.11
rate (%)
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Average residential electricity sales through July were about 4.20/c lower than the same period in 2011, as a result of

mild winter temperatures in the south where many households heat using electricity. Although summer temperatures

this year were much warmer than normal, cooling degree-days during June, July, and August were about 4% than the

same months in 2011.

This reduced need for summer cooling contributes to the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s (ETA) projection of

a 3.5% decline in residential electricity sales in 2012. The ETA expects total consumption of electricity to fall by 0.9%

during 2012, and then grow by 1.3% in 2013 (see chart 1). The ETA’s demand growth expectation for 2012 is a

meaningful downward revision from the 2.4% growth it expected a year ago.

Chart 1

Implied market heat rates have declined

Prompt and forward power prices in the PJM Interconnection power market declined in the last quarter despite a

modest rally in natural gas prices. We ascribe the unexpected decline in heat rates to declining coal prices. As coal is

increasingly setting the marginal cost of supply, heat rates and power prices have increasingly started tracking coal

prices instead of gas prices.

However, forward heat rates have fallen, too. It appears that demand growth, dampened during the global recession, is

still not on track to revert to earlier levels because of potential changes in how consumers use power. Although
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industrial users have been energy efficient for a while, those trends are working their way into the small commercial

and residential sectors as a result of appliance standards, building codes, and construction standards. Should this

fundamental shift turns out to be structural, we could see a permanent downward shift in market heat rates (see chart

2).

Chart 2

The commodity environment remains depressed

According to the EIA, dry natural gas production reached 63 billion cubic feet (bcf) per day, a jump of about 14 bcf per

over the past six years. The increase was dramatic in 2011 as gas production increased by nearly 4.5 bcf per day just in

that year. Production is 2012 is projected to surpass 2011 production by 2.6 bcf per day.

For the six months ended June 2012, 2013 forward power prices declined—in line with declining gas prices--by as

much as 5% to 15%. The largest drops came in gas-dominant markets such as the PJM Interconnection and New

England. Ironically, low gas prices have been bad news for the merchant sector even as they have been favorable for

the rest of the industrial companies, contributing partly to the U.S. production resurgence.

However, a contango exists in the one- to two-year natural gas forward prices. Industry experts expect higher natural

gas prices in 2013 and 2014 as a natural consequence of the sharp decline in drilling brought about by the $2.00 gas

price observed in 2012 (natural gas rigs are down to 473 compared with 895 just one year ago). Still, a lingering
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concern is that shale gas production could continue to impress as increasing production from the Marcellus Shale

region is brought to market.

Also, the share of total generation fueled by natural gas during the first half of 2012 averaged 30% compared with

22.3% during the same period in 2011. This increase in fuel share was driven by natural gas costs that were very low

relative to coal costs. However, in June 2012, the average Henry Hub natural gas spot price surpassed the average

spot price for Central Appalachian coal for the first time since October 2011, indicating that the recent trend of

substituting coal-fired generation with natural gas-fired generation may be slowing.

The specter of Casper recedes

Already reeling from low power prices, merchant generators were awaiting a federal court ruling on challenges to the

Cross-State Air Pollution Rules (“Casper”). And after hearing the court’s decision, the stakes for future litigation efforts

have increased against another set of rules--the Mercury And Air Toxin Standards (MATS).

We continue to believe the mercury rules have much greater bearing than Casper on coal generators. The mercury

rules will continue to inform utility fuel choices and environmental-compliance equipment decisions through 2015.

While the federal court’s ruling on Casper may delay some of the marginal coal plant retirement decisions, future

litigation efforts against MATS will become the dominant credit driver for the merchant power sector, in our opinion.

Although the two sets of rules are not directly related, the Casper decision adds some uncertainty to the timing of

MATS in terms of potential litigation and plant-specific compliance extensions. Industry experts think that most of the

procedural aspects that applied to Casper do not apply to MATS. Still, we note that comments have been filed against

the MATS with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. In a June 8, 2012, filing, state officials and industry and

labor groups also petitioned the federal court to expedite its review of the finalized MATS. No panel of judges has been

appointed yet.
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Chart 3
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Chart 4

Issuer Review

Table 2

-

Company/Corporate credit rating*/Comments Analyst

Allegheny Energy Supply Co. LLC (BBB-/Stable/--)

FirstEnergy Solutions has successfully integrated Allegheny Energy Supply into its merchant platform. Its
satisfactory” business risk profile reflects its ultimate dependence on the market price of electricity, which has

directly weakened the company’s margins.

AinerenEnergy Generating Co. (BB-/Negative/--)

We view the Illinois Pollution Control Board’s recent decision to allow the company until 2020, instead of
2015, to comply with the Illinois sulfur dioxide limit, as providing some flexibility for the company’s remaining
environmental capital spending. However, we think the fundamental market pressures that weigh on the
company’s profit margins will continue to pressure its credit rating. We base the negative outlook on our
base-case scenario that persistently low electricity prices will further compress the company’s margins,
resulting in funds from operations (FF0) to debt of about 9% and debt to EBITDA of about 7x.

Atlantic Power Corp. (BB-/Stable/--)

Gabe Grosberg

Gabe Grosberg

Atlantic Power’s portfolio diversification is satisfactory, with only a single project contributing more than 10% Aneesh Prabhu,
of cash flow thru maturity. Cash flow stability is fair because projects are contracted with long-term power CFA, FRM
purchase agreements (PPA) and with motiy investment-grade offtakers. The company is on track for
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